The practice of literate programming is not widespread because existing literate programming systems have some undesirable characteristics such as programming language and text processor dependence and lack of flexible tools for viewing and manipulation of the source file. This paper describes the literate programming system AOPS (Abstraction Oriented Programming System) which addresses both of these problems. AOPS is programming language and text processor independent literate programming system. AOPS tools include a hypertext browser, a lister with the ability to select what is presented and what is suppressed, and a filter to extract the program code from the AOPS source file. AOPS introduces the notion of a phantom abstraction that enhances the understandability of the literate program and when used in conjunction with the browser greatly extends the capabilities of AOPS. We also discuss how the design of AOPS supports extension of the concept of literate programming. Finally we report the results of a preliminary experiment that showed that literate programs contain more documentation than traditional programs.
INTRODUCTION
Knuth [7] first coined the term "literate programming" to emphasize writing programs that are intended to be read by humans rather than a computer. He felt that the "time is ripe for significantly better documentation of programs, and that we can best achieve this by considering programs to be works of literature". He believes that programmers should concentrate on writing programs that explain to humans what they want the computer to do. This represents a considerable change in programmer perspective. Programmers are typically concerned with constructing an efficient program and are not concerned with conveying to the reader the thought processes that led to the program. "They generally keep such information in auxiliary documents, if it is generated at all" [5] .
Knuth [7] developed his WEB system as an example literate programming system. In WEB a programmer writes a source file with the program code and documentation interleaved. WEB has two filter programs: Weave and Tangle. Weave transforms the source file into a form that can be processed by a document formatter (T E X). Tangle produces a source code program suitable for input to a compiler (Pascal) from the WEB source file.
Since WEB was introduced, literate programming systems for other programming languages and text processors have been developed as well as systems which simply extend WEB's capabilities. WEB-like systems have been developed for the programming languages C [18] , C++ [6] , Smalltalk [12] , and Fortran [1] ,and for other text processors. Extensions include a hierarchically structured document description [19] and programming environments [12] .
In spite of these efforts the practice of literate programming has not become popular. We feel that the two main reasons for this are: (1) programming language and/or text processor dependence and (2) lack of flexibility and control over what is presented and what is suppressed. No literate programming system has adequately addressed both of these problems. While the SPIDER [11] system does allow a WEB user to use some programming languages other than Pascal, it does not address the text processor dependency problem and it lacks the full generality to cope with programming languages requiring a fixed input format with semantically significant column numbers [1] . This paper describes AOPS (Abstraction Oriented Programming System), a literate programming system that is both programming language and text processor independent. This means a programmer using AOPS can use his or her favorite programming language and word processor to write a literate program. AOPS is described in the next section. In the third section we describe the tools that support hierarchical viewing of both the code and documentation and provide control over what is viewed, the program code extractor, and a hypertext browser. AOPS introduces the concept of a phantom abstraction which is described in the fourth section. Phantom abstractions provide the ability to enhance understandability of literate programs. Applications of phantom abstractions to object oriented programming and program documentation are given. Section five describes how AOPS provides the basis for the extension of the literate programming concept. Section six presents the results of an within subjects experiment that showed that literate programs have more documentation than traditional programs.
AOPS (Abstraction Oriented Programming System)
This sections gives a description of the basic components of AOPS. For some of the examples describing the syntax and capabilities of AOPS and its tools, we will use portions of the 8-queens problem as described by Wirth [20] . In developing the 8-queens program, we were able to follow exactly his design approach and to include an almost verbatim copy of Wirth's entire article.
AOPS Program
An AOPS program is written in levels of abstractions. It consists of AOPS rules defining the highest level abstraction and all the abstractions used directly and indirectly by the highest level abstraction. A rule consists of an abstraction name, equal sign, type and a body. The abstraction name (hereafter referred to as AO-name) is a string of characters of any length delimited by a character not used in the AOPS source file for any other purpose. (We will use the at sign, @, in our examples.) There are three basic types of AOPS rules.
The Code Rule
The program code portion of an AOPS literate program is constructed from code rules of the form:
AO-name=code AO-body where AO-body consists of legal statements of the underlying programming language with embedded AO-names. (Think of an AO-name embedded in an AO-body of a code rule as a macro call.) The code rule in essence embodies the goal-plan structure of computer programs suggested by Soloway [15] . The AO-name specifies the goal and the AO-body specifies the plan used to achieve the goal. Soloway's insight is that it is important to disclose the goal-plan structure behind computer programs to improve readability. AOPS provides the ability to explicitly describe this goal-plan structure in a very natural way that is not restricted by the syntax of the programming language. For example, using Pascal as the programming language, the code rule for @8-queens program@ is defined as: @8-queens program@=code program eightqueens; var @variables of 8-queens@ @procedures and functions of 8-queens@ begin @8-queens solution@ end.
There are code rules that define each of the three abstractions, @variables of 8-queens@, @procedures and functions of 8-queens@, and @8-queens solution@. These may occur before or after the @8-queens program@ rule.
The Textdoc Rule
To help readers understand the code definition of an abstraction, AOPS allows a programmer to associate textual or graphical documentation with the abstraction name. Textual documentation such as design decisions, alternate solutions, or anything that will help readers comprehend the code refinement is defined by a textdoc rule of the form:
AO-name=textdoc AO-body where AO-body is a string of any characters. The textdoc rule (and the graphicdoc rule described below) is completely invisible to the compiler of the programming language in use. Hence an AOPS user can use his or her favorite word processor to typeset the documentation. For example, the textdoc rule for @8-queensprogram@ is: @8-queens program@=textdoc Description: Given are an 8X8 chessboard and 8 queens which are hostile to each other. Find a position for each queen such that no queen may be taken by any other queen, i.e., every row, column, and diagonal contains at most one queen. Input: none Output: The positions of the 8 hostile queens
The Graphicdoc Rule
One major criticism of Knuth's several literate programs [3, 4] is the lack of diagrams [4, 9] . This is not because one cannot incorporate figures and diagrams in a WEB program, but more likely due to the fact that WEB does not encourage programmers to include pictorial documentation. AOPS, on the other hand, encourages users to include pictures and diagrams by providing a special rule for graphical documentation and allowing users to use their favorite word processors to compose the pictures. The graphicdoc rule has the form:
AO-name=graphicdoc AO-body where AO-body is a pictorial illustration. Figure 1 gives an example of a graphicdoc rule.
@8-queens program@=graphicdoc
One acceptable solution to the 8-queens problem is: 
Free Style Modular Decomposition
For explanatory purposes it is easiest to think of an abstraction rule as a conventional macro. When an AO-name is expanded, the AO-names in the body of the rule will repeatedly be replaced by the bodies of their rules until no AO-names remain.
AOPS imposes no restriction on the ordering of the rules so that an AOPS program can be designed and developed in an order or style preferred by the programmer free of the restrictions of the programming language syntax. Hence an AOPS programmer may break a task into subtasks, and tackle the subtasks in whatever order he or she prefers.
Incremental Program and Data Development
AOPS allows the definition of an abstraction to be extended by appending additional parts. To append to an abstraction definition, one uses the following rules:
AO-name=code+ AO-body AO-name=textdoc+ AO-body AO-name=graphicdoc+ AO-body
The interpretation of each rule is that AO-body is to be appended to the current definition of the AO-name.
This feature is convenient for incremental program or data development. For example, it allows variables to be declared near where they are first introduced instead of at places dictated by the programming language syntax. When we first defined the AO-name @variables of 8-queens@ we could only declare the variables needed at that point. At later points where it is more natural to introduce more variables, we could give +-rule for @variables of 8-queens@ that declare the additional variables. Even though the variables are declared at different places, the interpretation is that when the AO-name @variables of 8-queens@ is expanded all of the declared variables will be together. The +-rules allow program or documentation parts to be placed where it is natural to do so and not to be restricted by the syntax rules of the programming language.
AOPS TOOLS
In this section we describe three AOPS tools that allow a user to browse an AOPS program, to select what is presented, and to extract the program from the AOPS source file. Understanding the internal representation of an AOPS program is key to describing the features of these tools.
An AOPS source file program is represented internally as a tree. The nodes of the tree are the abstractions. Each node has five fields associated with it: its AO-name, code, textual documentation, graphical documentation, and level number (put in automatically by AOPS) based on its position in the tree. The children of a node are the abstractions used by that node. The root of the tree is the highest level abstraction. In this representation the documentation and code for an AO-name are linked together under the same AO-name. This hierarchical organization not only provides easy access to relevant code, it also provides easy access to relevant documentation.
AOB (Abstraction Oriented Browser)
AOB is a hypertext browser which allows one to browse through an AOPS source file by visiting the nodes of the program tree. Each node (abstraction) of the tree is a button. When an AOB user clicks on the button, he or she can select any of the five items: code, textdoc, graphicdoc, level number, or table of contents. The first three choices provide access to the corresponding definition. Selecting level number gives position of the selected abstraction in the program tree. Selecting table of contents causes the entire program tree to be displayed where abstraction names are indented to show the structure of the program tree. The table of contents is convenient for accessing any portion of the program because each abstraction name in the table of contents is a button. AOB usually displays the AO-name of the highest level abstraction when first started, unless the user specifies an abstraction from which to start.
AOL (Abstraction Oriented Lister)
Even with the latest workstation and hypertext technology, programmers will still often make use of hard copy listings. From an AOPS source file, AOL can be used to produce a listing that contains selected portions of any subtree of the program tree. (The subtree can, of course, be the entire program tree.) The three inputs to AOL are the AO-name, the number of levels of the subtree to be listed, and the desired combination of code, textual documentation, and/or graphical documentation. AOL gathers the selected rules and outputs them to a file. Hence users can list only that part of the program or documentation which he or she is interested in. Note that AOL does not insert formatting commands when it extracts the requested code and documentation rules from the AOPS source file. It merely collects the requested rules along with any formatting commands inserted in them by the programmer when developing the AOPS source file. An example of subtree listing for code rules is given in Figure 2 . Note that Figure 2 includes the procedure declaration for RemoveQueen and two calls of the procedure. AOP extracts the program source code by expanding the highest level abstraction like a macro processor until the expanded definition contains no more abstractions. This expanded definition is written to an output file, which can be compiled and executed or linked with other object files. AOP ignores documentation definitions. Hence the documentation can be modified without causing the code file to be recompiled. As Knuth suggests for WEB, instead of making changes to the AOP output file directly, programmers should make changes to the AOPS source file, and then use AOP to retrieve code and recompile. In order to provide an easy mapping between the source file and the AOP output file, the level number of an abstraction becomes a comment which marks the beginning of the corresponding expansion in the AOP output file. In addition, AOP will attach a comment which includes the corresponding level number to mark the end of the expansion.
PHANTOM ABSTRACTION
AOPS has several features not found in existing literate programming systems. One of these features, the phantom abstraction, enhances understandability and when used in conjunction with AOB browser greatly extends the capabilities of AOPS.
A phantom abstraction is defined to be an abstraction that is invisible to AOP. In other words, a phantom abstraction provides certain information that is solely for the purpose of program understanding and is completely invisible to the compiler of the underlying programming language. This information can be code, or documentation, or a means for programmers to navigate through a program based on certain control flow or program structure, or simply anything that helps readers understand a program. For example, a programmer would find it convenient if when examining a procedure which uses a global variable X, he or she could click at X and see its definition (code and/or documentation). Phantom abstractions allow the programmer to define pointers to the desired abstractions by inserting the abstraction names or by creating a new AOname and defining its rule as the desired abstractions. Phantom abstractions can be embedded within code or documentation, wherever they are needed. Abstractions embedded within documentation rules are automatically phantom abstractions, since AOP ignores documentation rules while AOL and AOB do not. Thus in our global example, if all global variables are defined in the AO-name @global variables@, then the AO-name @global variables@ could be inserted in the documentation. Clicking on @global variables@ in AOB would take the user to the list of global variables.
However, phantom abstractions embedded in code rules must be explicitly indicated as such by prefixing them with the AOPS keyword "phantom" so that AOP will ignore them. External variables or global variables are one application of phantom abstractions. Two other applications of phantom abstractions are briefly discussed in the remainder of this section. They illustrate how the phantom abstraction concept greatly increases the capability of AOPS .
Object Oriented Programming
Phantom abstractions are a solution to the following problems associated with object oriented programming (OOP): a. Navigation : Managing class hierarchies is difficult without browsing tools. Locating methods is complicated because the methods may reside in one of many places within the hierarchy. The difficulty of navigating through source code written in C++ or any object oriented (OO) language that supports inheritance is a serious impediment to maintenance [21] .
b. The Yoyo Problem: While OOP is often touted as a solution to the software complexity problem, overuse of inheritance may simply replace one form of complexity with another. Understanding the control flow of a program that uses inheritance may require several multiple scans up and down the inheritance hierarchy, which is known as the yoyo problem [17] .
AOB can be used to effectively browse the class hierarchy. For each class X, all that is needed is to provide two phantom abstractions, @phantom X subclasses@ and @phantom X superclasses@, which give the AO-names of X's subclasses and superclasses respectively. For example, suppose class X has two subclasses, Y and Z. Then the rule defining the abstraction @phantom X subclasses@ of class X is: @phantom X subclasses@=code @class Y@ @class Z@
The code and documentation of these subclasses need not be repeated. All we need to provide is the proper AO-names so that AOB knows where to find them. By grouping the subclasses under one phantom abstraction, there will be no code generated for them. Yet we can use AOB or AOL to examine their definitions easily.
Phantom abstractions can be used to collapse the class hierarchy conceptually into a single class to mitigate the yoyo problem. To collapse the class hierarchy conceptually into say, class X, all that is needed is a phantom abstraction @phantom X inherited methods@ giving the AO-names of all the inherited methods of class X. For example, suppose X inherits methods f1 and f2 from its superclasses. The rule defining the abstraction @phantom X inherited methods@ of class X is: @phantom X inherited methods@=code @f1@ @f2@
Again the code and documentation of these inherited methods need not be repeated. The benefit of this phantom abstraction is that the documentation and code of the inherited methods can easily be accessed within class X by a click of the mouse button. Hence users of a class do not have to yoyo over the class hierarchy to look for a particular method.
In addition to the navigation and the yoyo problems, AOPS also provides attractive solutions to some other problems associated with object oriented programming. Please refer to [13] for a more detailed discussion.
Delocalized Plans
In a delocalized plan, pieces of code that are conceptually related are physically located in noncontiguous parts of a program [8] . In [16] , Soloway et. al. conducted several maintenance experiments using professional programmers and concluded that it was important to document delocalized plans. They developed a new type of program documentation that explicitly identifies the casual interactions in delocalized plans. They gave, as an example, portions of a database program in which the new documentation was arranged in a loose-leaf notebook with the page on the left hand side of the notebook containing the code, and the right hand page containing the description of the causal interactions in delocalized plans. Arrows were drawn from the description on the right to the code on the left. They went on to show by an experiment that this new documentation indeed helped maintainers to make the correct enhancement.
It should be pointed out that the emphasis of Soloway's work is on demonstrating the importance of documenting delocalized plans, and not on finding a good way to provide such documentation. Using loose-leaf notebook and drawing arrows across the opposite page has several obvious problems (see [14] ). One of these problems is that it is hard to access the interacting routines since the documentation only points out the interacting routines. It does not provide an easy way for the maintainers to get to those routines. Thus to access information that is scattered over the entire program and documentation, a dynamic hypermedia is more appropriate than the static paper media.
A subroutine and its delocalized plan documentation are easily implemented in AOPS . No arrows need to be drawn since the association between the corresponding code and delocalized plan documentation is made automatically by using the same abstraction name for them. In addition, phantom abstractions can be used to provide access to the interacting routines on a click of the mouse button. All that is needed is to embed the appropriate AO-names of the interacting routines in the documentation. Since AOB treats every abstraction (phantom or not) as a button, the definitions of these interacting routines can be examined by clicking on them. Note that by including appropriate phantom abstractions for the called and calling routines in the textdoc rule, they also become accessible by a click of the mouse button. Several other advantages of using AOPS for delocalized plans documentation are described in [14] 
EXTENSIBILITY
One of the design goals of AOPS is extensibility. AOPS provides a solid base from which to expand on the concept of literate programming. Currently, one can view an AOPS program as a database that contains: a. named code nodes, b. named documentation nodes, c. links between related code nodes and documentation nodes.
This model of a literate program forms the framework for future extension. We envision that eventually the database of an AOPS literate program will consist of not only code nodes and documentation nodes, but also requirement nodes, specification nodes, design nodes, etc. Thus such a system, for example, could easily provide traceability between requirements, design, and program code. Links would connect related nodes based on a certain relationship (relationships such as a design node depends on a specification node, or a design node depends on another design node). AOL and AOB will then become database query managers which programmers can use to retrieve relevant information for program understanding. Thus AOP can be viewed as a query manager which allows programmers to retrieve particular portions of code for compilation.
Preliminary Experiment
One of the major claims about literate programming is that it encourages more documentation [7] hence resulting in more understandable programs. We conducted a small within subjects experiment to test this claim and to evaluate the use of AOPS. Our hypothesis is that programmers are likely to include more documentation when using a literate programming system than when using a traditional programming system.
Subjects
Our subjects were 16 students in a senior level computer science class. Ten subjects were seniors, three juniors, and three post college. As a part of the class, they were required to learn and write programs using AOPS and to write programs using Turbo C.
Procedure
The subjects were randomly divided into two groups, A and B, by matching the students according to their grade point average. The two students in each of the matching pairs are randomly assigned, one to group A and one to group B. As part of the class all students were instructed in the use of AOPS. Two programming assignments were given. Group A was to do the first assignment in AOPS and the second in Turbo C while Group B was to do the first in Turbo C and the second in AOPS. Both groups were given the same problem specifications. Both assignments were to follow the same project guidelines handed out at the beginning of the semester. They had ten days to do each assignment. Graded assignments were not handed back until after both assignments were turned in.
During that three-week period when the students are working on the programs, there was no discussion about the documentation for their program assignments. In addition, every example program discussed in class was presented both as a literate program and as a traditional program, with the same amount of documentation in both versions.
Results
Two filter programs and the UNIX utility wc were used to obtain line, word, and character counts for the students programs. One filter program extracted the C source code without comments and the other filter program extracted the comments. For the AOPS programs, the comments were the textdoc and graphicdoc rules; to avoid literate programming bias the table of contents and index were excluded from the comments since they are lacking in traditional programs. Line, word, and character counts for the source code and comments for each program were obtained using wc. Tables 1 and 2 give the average line, word, and character counts for each group for program assignments 1 and 2 respectively. Recall that Group A did assignment 1 in AOPS and assignment 2 in Turbo C while Group B did assignment 1 in Turbo C and assignment 2 in AOPS. Notice that the source code counts and comment lines for each assignment are nearly identical, but the group using AOPS had substantially more comment words and comment characters. It was surprising that the literate programs contained significantly more comment words and characters, but not more comment lines than the traditional programs. Table 4 shows a detailed analysis of the non-blank comment lines for the AOPS and Turbo C programs. A Mann-Whitney U test showed a significant difference (p <0.001) between the two methods for the number of comments, lines per comment, words per comment, and characters per comment. A major reason for the differences is that the traditional programs contained many marker comments such as /*end of while*/ that occupied part of a line. Whereas the literate program comments were usually in paragraphs and occupied entire lines. We found more consistency between the source code and documentation. For the traditional program assignment the students had to hand in a pseudocode design for their programs. The pseudocode design was embedded in the AOPS program code rules. When we compared the pseudocode design and the source code for the Turbo C programs we found 10 instances of missing steps, extra steps, misspelled names, etc. We did not find any inconsistencies in the AOPS programs .
Source Code

Non-Blank Line Comments
We were also pleased at the ease with which students learned to use AOPS.
Our experiment showed that literate programs contain more documentation and more consistent documentation than traditional programs. We realize the danger in drawing conclusions about literate programming from such a small experiment. In fact we would have preferred to replicate a previous experiment. However, there seems to be very little reported experiments about literate programming. This points out the need for more experimentation in this area.
CONCLUSION
AOPS differs from existing WEB-like literate programming systems in its emphasis on the organization of code and documentation and their easy and flexible retrieval and management. The hierarchical structure of both the code and documentation together with the concept of phantom abstraction allow readers to easily specify and quickly locate the desired and relevant information.
Needless to say, a general system like AOPS does not handle specific details very well. One of its limitations is that since it is programming language independent, program code cannot be formatted. Language-dependent automatic tools such as prettyprinters [10] and visual compilers [2] can be used to perform typographic duties on program code. Another limitation of AOPS is that the hypertext browser recognizes only ASCII characters and does not understand formatting commands. Hence users might want to strip the special formatting characters from the source file before using the browser.
Our goal for developing AOPS is to promote the use of literate programming. A version of AOP, AOL, and AOB have been implemented for the IBM-PC using Turbo C. We will gladly furnish a copy of the AOPS program to anyone who sends us a diskette.
